Central topic of the conference was “Review of 20 years experimental archaeology”.

**Evening program at Thursday, 8th October 2009:**

First meeting for interested one, hotel Mainaublick, Unteruhldingen

**Conference program at Friday, 9th October 2009:**

**Welcome**
*Dr. Gunter Schöbel - exar-Vorstandsvorsitzender*

**Quo vadis experimental archaeology?**
*Dr. Ulrike Weller*

**Forchtenberg – An archaeobotanic long term experiment**
*Prof. Dr. Manfred Rösch*

**Ouch! Reflections on prehistoric tattoos**
*Holger Junker M.A.*

**The Hornstaad-house – An archaeological long term experiment 1996-?**
*Dr. Gunter Schöbel*

**Experiments on simulations of arrow shots**
*Thomas Lessig-Weller M.A.*

**Music archaeology – sounds and music throughout the time**
*Susanne Rühling M.A.*

Guided tour through the Lake Dwelling Museum and start of the burning of pottery.
Round trip on the Überlinger Sea with a ship.

**Conference program at Saturday, 10th October 2009:**

**Chopped up, hidden and broken**
Some thoughts about the production and processing of plane convex ingots and related forms of raw material in the Late Bronze Age in Styria
*Daniel Modl*

**Experimental oval drilling of neolithic stone axes**
(in collaboration with Friedrich-Wilhelm Könecke)
*Dr. Jean-Loup Ringot*

**Drilling in the museum: history of research, didactics, mathetics**
*Peter Walter M.A.*
An iron age bridge construction in La Tène
Daniel Pillonel

20 years experiments in bronze technology
A critical review
lic. phil. Walter Fasnacht

Experiments in Viking Age glass bead making in southern Scandinavia
A call for continuation
Mag. Art. Tine Gam-Aschenbrenner

Experimental Archaeology and Living History – the view of a re-enactor and archaeologists
Andreas Willmy M.A.

"Living History" as a contribution to the mediation in museums – possibilities, limits and risks
Dr. Ullrich Brand-Schwarz

20 years experimental archaeology – a critical statement
Dr. Dirk Vorlauf

The Nibelungensaga in science and practice
20 years of experimental history, living history or just a fuss?
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Mehler

General meeting EXAR

Excursion at Sunday, 11. October 2009

„Stone Age apple feast“ in the Lake Dwelling Museum (Pfahlbaumuseum), Unteruhldingen.

Guided tour by Dr. Helmut Schlichtherle through the department “wetland archaeology” of the archaeological service Baden-Württemberg.